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FSB Access management 
isis T300 – for complex 
public project requirements



FSB and SSF have played a pioneering 
role worldwide by issuing Environmental 
Product Declarations (EPDs) to ISO 14 025 
for specific materials  and across ranges. 
The DGNB certificate is awarded by the 
German Society for Sustainable Construc-
tion for environmentally sensitive, cost- 
effective, user-friendly buildings.

The following EPDs are available in German 
and can be requested free of charge:

–  Door lever handles, window handles,  
isis T300* in aluminium: 
EPD-FSB-2010111-D

–  Door lever handles, window handles,  
isis T300* in stainless steel: 
EPD-FSB-2010211-D

–  Door lever handles, window handles,  
isis T300* in bronze and brass: 
EPD-FSB-2010311-D

–  Barrier-free ErgoSystem® (stainless steel): 
EPD-FSB-2010411-D

–   Locks and striking plates: 
EPD-FSB-2010511-D

* Electronic access management
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isis – symbiosis of technology 
and convenience

The culture of innovation at FSB is leg-
end: always open to new ideas, we have 
re-examined the credentials of existing 
hardware solutions for the public project 
sector over and over again.

Thus it stood to reason that we would also 
address the electronic organisation of ac-
cess rights. Our isis system range compris-
es unique, systemically harmonised and 
patented hardware solutions that meet all 
the requirements for the modern digital 
organisation of buildings and have firmly 
established themselves in the marketplace 
with a plethora of added functional fea-
tures.

The isis F series with integrated finger scan-
ner in the handle is persuasive in visual, 
functional and ergonomic terms. Compa-
rable convenience is provided by the isis 
M and T systems, in which access iden-
tification is straightforwardly triggered by 
passing the identifier over the hardware 
and the door is conveniently opened by 
operating the handle.

We have, moreover, designed isis with the 
specific needs of builders’ clients in mind. 
Regardless of whether a smaller, ambitious 
or highly complex building venture is in-
volved, the isis system range allows FSB 
to come up with just the right solution for 
you – including from a budgetary point of 
view.

We invite you to see for yourself.

The isis system series at a glance

isis M100

– for less complex requirements
–  for residential and public project  

construction
–  attractively priced due to card-based 

programming

isis M300

– for complex requirements
– full online capability
– scope for offline functions
– on/offline functions combinable

isis T300

–  for highly complex requirements and 
heterogeneous building structures

– scope for operation with outside systems

isis F100 / F200 / F300

–  for residential and public project  
construction

– biometrics system in exclusive design
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Uncomplicated hardware technology 
for complex access schemes

Design 1015 | 1016 | 1023

Design 1035 | 1045 | 1070

Design 1076 | 1078 | 1107

Design 1108 | 1119 | 1144

Design 1146 | 1147 | 1160
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isis T300 (formerly EZK) is a multidimen-
sional concept that marries traditional 
FSB hardware expertise to all the quali-
ties of convenience, flexibility and or-
ganisation associated with an electronic 
access organisation system.

isis T300 is ideal for heterogeneous struc-
tural entities and complex user structures 
and fulfils all the functional, aesthetic and 
ergonomic demands made of such sys-
tems by industry, the retail trade, offices, 
the care sector (clinics, senior citizen’s 
homes) or the hotel trade.

The system has established itself as a 
first-class choice over the years when it 
comes to delivering flexible organisational 
security in combination with the utmost 
in design quality. With both isis T300 and 
the isis M systems the means of electronic 
identification is squeezed into the handle 
rose or beneath the outer backplate to-
gether with a mechatronic module. Sets 
are battery-operated, hence rendering the 
laying of additional cables superfluous 
and making for the greatest of flexibility at 
the installation stage. All this makes the 
isis M series and isis T300 unique to the 
market, electronic hardware solutions with 
classic rose/backplate visuals for flush, 
glass and frame doors that can, further-
more, be combined with several great look-
ing FSB lever handle models in alumini-
um, stainless steel, brass or bronze (a se-
lection of which are shown alongside). 

It is additionally possible to install wall 
readers for the purpose of controlling elec-
tromotive door and locking functions or 
else of integrating building automation 
functions. Armoured hardware for secur-
ing external points of access completes 
the range. A plethora of further options can 
be opened up by connecting isis T300 to 
outside systems or access control centres.

Design, flexibility and security go hand 
in hand with supreme user convenience 
and complete upgradability for further 
developments without the need to replace 
hardware. 

Anyone wishing to enjoy the benefits of 
an electronic access organisation system 
and say goodbye to the drawbacks of  
 “mechanical” keys such as their getting 
lost will be making a future-proof choice 
with isis T300.

When planning an isis hardware system 
solution, please consult one of our Sales 
organisation offices or one of the central 
contact persons listed (cf. Page 44 ff.).
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End-to-end, comprehensively extendable 
and convenient right up to the outer door

specifically aluminium, stainless steel, 
brass and bronze. The system’s well-con-
ceived integration into FSB’s comprehen-
sive range of products and, just as cru-
cially, the ease with which it is assembled 
add up to a strong case for saying fare-
well to the traditional key.

End-to-end
The isis T300 hardware solution includes 
variants for flush, frame and wholly glazed 
internal doors. Whatever the type of door, 
assembly is an uncomplicated affair and 
retrofitting existing doors is no problem 
either. It goes without saying that the sys-
tem is likewise approved for smoke, fire 
and emergency-exit doors, that there is 
aesthetic continuity with the various FSB 
door lever designs, and that there is conti-
nuity with the materials in use at FSB, 

Flexible
Conventional mechanical fittings and those 
with an electronic access function boast 
a unity of aesthetics and materials within 
FSB’s many ranges of handles that is 
unique in the public project sector. Our 
concept of mains-independent power sup-
plied by a built-in battery, moreover, makes 
for the highest degree of flexibility over 
and beyond the planning phase. In addi-
tion, isis T300 is streets ahead of electron-
ic cylinder systems by dint of its short 
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pairing has been tested and certified in 
accordance with DIN EN 1906 – which 
can safely be assumed in the case of all 
FSB security hardware. The isis T300-
System additionally facilitates an optimum 
of flexibility in respect of add-ons for am-
bitious administration tasks by permitting 
link-ups with outside systems and can, 
for instance, be connected to access con-
trol centres.

Sustainable
Like the rest of our range of over 25,000
items, isis T300 is certified pursuant to
ISO 14 025. In this way, FSB is making 
a significant contribution to sustainable 
building and is a global pioneer in the hard-
ware trade. isis T300 slots in perfectly 
with environmentally sensitive, cost-effec-
tive, user-friendly buildings.

response times and contactless mode of 
operation. Inherent to the system is an 
electronic europrofile cylinder having the 
task of locking external points of access 
as under conventional systems (by insert-
ing and rotating the key so it acts on the 
lock bolt). The lock cylinder guarantees 
the level of security – notably with regard 
to external points of access – laid down in 
DIN 18257 and for VDS Protection Class 
B respectively as long as the hardware 
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Unitary locking concept 
for inside and out

73 7361 One notable benefit of isis T300 is that 
a single identification/locking scheme can 
be adopted throughout a building: it has 
the wherewithal for any area of application 
by virtue of versatile components such as 
card readers that form part of the system. 

An additional option concerns return-to-
the-door lever handle models enjoying FS 
status under DIN EN 179, thus also ena-
bling isis T300 to be used on emergency 
exit doors assuming the applicable locks 
are fitted. Due to its being certified to DIN 
18 273, isis T300 can also be unbureau-
cratically retrofitted to existing fire doors in 
the course of renovation work without in 
any sense jeopardising the work’s approval 
status.

There are similar requirements applying 
to hotels, where there is notably a need to 
create short-term, frequently changing 
room occupancies. Added to this is the 
need to be able to respond uncomplicat-
edly, rapidly, reliably and, above all, eco-
nomically to means of identification being 
lost or pocketed by mistake. There are, 
moreover, “hotel function” software inter-
faces to common hotel booking systems 
such as “Fidelio” and likewise there is a 
 “time function” involving automatic dele-
tion of access authorisation from a set 
point in time. It is also possible to supple-
ment isis T300 with applicable modules 
and software schemes for time or staff 
data capture.

C73 7361

DIN europrofile cylinder electronically 
controlled on both sides (supplied either 
as a single or double-profile cylinder) 
for additional “mechanical” protection 
by means of a BlueChip key.
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73 7382 C73 7382
A 73 7582* 73 7377 C73 7377

A73 7577

73 7386 C73 7386
A 73 7586*73 7384 C73 7384

A73 7584

*  only in stain- 
less steel
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Technology and 
functional description

Identifiers are contactlessly authenticated 
by the electronic module with the aid of 
passive transponder technology. They are 
automatically recognised as being either 
authorised or unauthorised by the elec-
tronic module in the “key rose” upon be-
ing held up close to the hardware. The 
transponder in the identifier contains spec-
ified or custom-programmable information 
and yet requires no batteries and no main-
tenance whatsoever.

Passive transponder technology

 „Passive transponder technology” means 
that the power needed to communicate 
and to complete internal processes is 
drawn solely from the field of the scanner, 
i.e. the identifier does not require its own 
supply of current. The electronic module 
for the isis T300 system operates with the 
established TK 5551 chip technology by 
Atmel. Data are communicated at a fre-
quency of 125 kHz and encrypted using 
128 bit cryptocoding. This coding meets 
the most exacting security specifications 
and is technically state-of-the-art. There is 
the option of integrating further chip tech-
nologies such as Mifare or Legic into an 
identifying medium to create what are re-
ferred to as hybrid media, thus allowing 
a number of non-compatible systems to 
be combined in one key.

FS approval for fire doors

isis T300 hardware by FSB considerably 
simplifies planning processes for specialist 
and technical building equipment plan-
ners as well as providing protection against 
claims and liability. They are approved with-
out reservation for use on test-validated 
fire doors under the terms of DIN 18 273.

isis T300 hardware incorporating door 
handles that conform to DIN EN 179 may 
even, in conjunction with suitable locks, be 
fitted to emergency exit doors. The bene-
fits accruing to both the renovation and the 
new-build sector are clear to see: owing to 
its being FS-approved, isis T300 can be 
fitted to the relevant fire doors without hav-
ing to be documented in the applicable su-
pervision material on the building.

Using isis T300 fittings with FS approval 
thus considerably simplifies planning pro-
cesses: Continuing to use existing FS doors 
or those preconfigured for other fittings 
and bringing them technically up to date 
with isis T300 hardware is no problem.
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Open/close door

–  hold the key up against the “key rose” 
as shown.

–  There is a short bleep if access is author-
ised. The handle is enabled for approx. 
3 seconds. The door can be opened. 
There is a longer bleep where access is 
not authorised. The handle remains in 
disabled mode.

Permanent Release

–  Permanent release is achieved by hold-
ing the key up against the hardware for 
approx. 3 – 5 seconds. Two short bleeps 
are to be heard, whereupon the handle 
is permanently enabled. The door can 
be permanently negotiated without hav-
ing to actuate the system each time.

–  The standard setting is re-instated by 
holding the key up against the hardware 
for approx. 3 – 5 seconds. Two short 
bleeps are to be heard, whereupon per-
manent release of the handle is revoked 
and the handle reverts to disabled mode. 
The door is locked.

Replacing batteries
 
Three successive short and long bleeps 
indicate that batteries are running down.

–  Remove the cover rose. Place a lever  
or conventional screwdriver against the 
underside of the cover rose and lever 
off.

–  Remove the battery compartment cover. 
(fire safety version only)

–  Disconnect the battery/baserose cable.

–  Remove the battery with the pre-assem-
bled cable.

– Fit new battery.

–  Once fitted, confirm change of battery  
in reverse sequence using the BCP-NG 
and synchronise the clock time.

Operation 
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System features 
and benefits

System features

–  multidimensional concept for electronic 
access organisation, ideal for hetero- 
geneous structural entities and complex 
user structures

–  conforms to EN 1906 Class 4

–  FS-approval as per DIN 18 273, hence 
retrofittable to existing fire and smoke 
doors

–  approved for emergency exit devices  
in accordance with EN 179 (in combi-
nation with panic locks)

–  contactless communication between 
hardware and identifier

– passive transponder technology

–  identifiers only contain access infor- 
mation

– single-entry and office-function options

–  modular locking system that can be 
scaled to accommodate medium-sized 
buildings

–  additional functions such as time or 
staff data capture possible

–  power for approx. 40,000 operations 
supplied by a 3.6 V 1/2 AA lithium battery 
with a service life of roughly three to 
four years

System benefits

–   in event of identifier being mislaid: 
 
high level of organisational security and 
low servicing costs due to mislaid iden- 
tifiers simply being deleted. 
 
no need to replace any parts in the lock 
suite

–  short response times and contactless 
electronic identification

–  straightforward definition of locking hier-
archies and sequences using proven 
locking plan software

–  unlimited flexibility in the event of chang-
es in room uses and locking rights

–  only hardware solution in the trade with 
classic residential-type rose visuals

–  obtainable in aluminium, stainless steel, 
brass and bronze

–  obtainable in a range of handle designs, 
custom variants available on request

–  suitable for internal doors made of glass, 
wood or steel as well as for narrow-frame 
doors; the only electronic hardware 
solution for wholly glazed doors in the 
trade

–  assembly rapid and straightforward

–  unproblematic external emergency power 
supply by 9 V compound battery

Planning benefits
 
–  self-supporting solution with no prelimi-

nary on-site measures required in re-
spect of power supply and connections 
to external interfaces

–  straightforward, flexible scope for appli-
cation, suits all EPC locks pursuant to 
DIN having a backset of 50* mm up-
wards and an angle of operation of no 
more than 30°

–  mains-independent supply of power 
from built-in battery for maximum flexi-
bility extending beyond the planning 
phase

–  assembly rapid and straightforward

–  retrofitting existing doors and locks is 
easy and poses no problems

–  coordinated constituent of the extensive 
FSB range of heavy-duty door/window 
hardware and of products for the interi-
or appointment of public project build-
ings

–  maximum ordering security: only the 
owner of the programming card is able 
to re-order components

–  customer-specific organisational philoso-
phy at the works: all electronic compo-
nents for a building are given their own 
security feature

*  for rose furniture and backset 30 mm 
upwards in the case of tubular frame 
door furniture
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Structuring of product codes

The door lever handles shown on the fol-
lowing pages are a selection of what expe-
rience indicates are the most universally 
accepted FSB handles for public project 
ventures. A wealth of further models are 
to be found in the latest FSB Manual, 
which we will be pleased to send you free 
of charge – you can request a copy at 
www.fsb.de/brochures

Given sufficient quantities, these models, 
too, can – with one or two exceptions – 
be supplied to form part of isis T300 
hardware.

1 – 3 4 – 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 – 15 16 – 17

Category Lever 
handle 
model

Zero technical 
variant

technical 
variant

technical 
variant

technical 
variant

blank Material/
colour

Surface
finish

25  
isis T300
BlueChip

e.g.
1016

0 1 
Heavy-duty 
(“public project”) 
variant for rose 
furniture

0 
with rose      

0 
8 mm

2 
EPC 92 mm 
for frame door 
furniture

01 05

02 05

2 
FS variant 
for rose furniture

4 
DIN righthand 
frame door furniture

1 
9 mm

4 
DIN righthand 
rose furniture

03 05

5 
In-line handle 
on electronics side, 
cranked handle on 
reverse for frame 
door furniture

5 
DIN lefthand 
frame door furniture

5 
DIN lefthand 
rose furniture

04 05

6 
Cranked handle 
on electronics side, 
in-line handle on 
reverse for frame 
door furniture

6 
DIN righthand 
frame door furniture 
with adaptor plate

05 05

7 
DIN lefthand 
frame door furniture 
with adaptor plate

07 04

08 05

89 23

62 04

62 05

62 10
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fsb.de/251015

isis T300  B A a

surface mount        

flush-fitted roses     

isis T300 sets

a EN 179 model: FSB 25 1045, 
see page 20 f. (not in bronze)

Fittings for solid doors

B25 1015 01004 (R) | 01005 (L)
A25 1015 02014 (R) | 02015 (L) 
a 25 1045 02014 (R) | 02015 (L) 

Spacings 55, 70, 72, 88 and 92 mm

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting

25 1015 

122

54

13

38

132

40
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for glass doors

for frame doors

B 25 1015 01004 (R) with 
13 4223 03004 (R)

B 25 1015 01005 (L) with 
13 4223 03005 (L)

Spacing 72 mm

Lock is supplied as part of the glass door 
fittings

Glass door fittings not in bronze 

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting and DIN 
right hand glass door fitting

B25 1015 06402 (R) | 06502 (L)
A25 1015 06412 (R) | 06512 (L) 
a 25 1045 06412 (R) | 06512 (L) 

Spacing 92 mm 

Framed door fittings not in bronze 

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting (inwards)

For door opening details see page 49 ff.
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fsb.de/251016

isis T300  B  a

surface mount      

flush-fitted roses     

isis T300 sets

Fittings for solid doors

B25 1016 01004 (R) | 01005 (L)
a 25 1016 02014 (R) | 02015 (L)

Spacings 55, 70, 72, 88 and 92 mm

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting

25 1016 

142,5

57
50

21
13

38
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for glass doors

for frame doors

B 25 1016 01004 (R) with 
13 4220 03004 (R)

B 25 1016 01005 (L) with 
13 4220 03005 (L)

Spacing 72 mm

Lock is supplied as part of the glass door 
fittings

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting and DIN 
right hand glass door fitting

B25 1016 06402 (R) | 06502 (L)
a 25 1016 06412 (R) | 06512 (L)

Spacing 92 mm

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting (inwards)

For door opening details see page 49 ff.
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fsb.de/251023

isis T300  B A* a*

surface mount        

flush-fitted roses       

isis T300 sets

a EN 179 model: FSB 25 1053

* not in brass

Fittings for solid doors

B25 1023 01004 (R) | 01005 (L)
A25 1023 02014 (R) | 02015 (L)*  
a 25 1053 02014 (R) | 02015 (L)* 

Spacings 55, 70, 72, 88 and 92 mm

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting

25 1023 

58

40,5

135

141

13

38
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for glass doors

for frame doors

B 25 1023 01004 (R) with 
13 4223 03004 (R)

B 25 1023 01005 (L) with 
13 4223 03005 (L)

Spacing 72 mm

Lock is supplied as part of the glass door 
fittings

Glass door fitting not in brass or bronze 

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting and DIN 
right hand glass door fitting

B25 1023 06402 (R) | 06502 (L)
A25 1023 06412 (R) | 06512 (L)* 
a 25 1053 06412 (R) | 06512 (L)*

Spacing 92 mm

Framed door fitting not in brass or bronze 
 
Illustration: DIN left hand fitting (inwards)

For door opening details see page 49 ff. * not in brass
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Design: Heike Falkenberg

fsb.de/251035

isis T300  B A* a

surface mount        

flush-fitted roses       

isis T300 sets

Fittings for solid doors

B25 1035 01004 (R) | 01005 (L)
A25 1035 02014 (R) | 02015 (L)* 
a 25 1031 02014 (R) | 02015 (L)

Spacings 55, 70, 72, 88 and 92 mm

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting

25 1035 

137

142

57

41

13

38

a EN 179 model: FSB 25 1031

* only in stainless steel
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for glass doors

for frame doors

B 25 1035 01004 (R) with 
13 4220 03004 (R)

B 25 1035 01005 (L) with 
13 4220 03005 (L)

Spacing 72 mm

Lock is supplied as part of the glass door 
fittings

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting and DIN 
right hand glass door fitting

B25 1035 06402 (R) | 06502 (L)
A25 1035 06412 (R) | 06512 (L)* 
a 25 1031 06412 (R) | 06512 (L)

Spacing 92 mm

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting (inwards)

For door opening details see page 49 ff. * only in stainless steel
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fsb.de/251045

isis T300  B  a

surface mount      

flush-fitted roses     

isis T300 sets

Fittings for solid doors

B25 1045 01004 (R) | 01005 (L)
a 25 1045 02014 (R) | 02015 (L)

Spacings 55, 70, 72, 88 and 92 mm

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting

25 1045 

54

132

40

13

38
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for glass doors

for frame doors

B 25 1045 01004 (R) with 
13 4223 03004 (R)

B 25 1045 01005 (L) with 
13 4223 03005 (L)

Spacing 72 mm

Lock is supplied as part of the glass door 
fittings

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting and DIN 
right hand glass door fitting

B25 1045 06402 (R) | 06502 (L)
a 25 1045 06412 (R) | 06512 (L)

Spacing 92 mm

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting (inwards)

For door opening details see page 49 ff.
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fsb.de/251070

isis T300  B a

surface mount      

flush-fitted roses     

isis T300 sets

Fittings for solid doors

B25 1070 01004 (R) | 01005 (L)
a 25 1070 02014 (R) | 02015 (L)

Spacings 55, 70, 72, 88 and 92 mm

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting

25 1070 

62
55

20

144

13

38
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for glass doors

for frame doors

B 25 1070 01004 (R) with 
13 4223 03004 (R)

B 25 1070 01005 (L) with 
13 4223 03005 (L)

Spacing 72 mm

Lock is supplied as part of the glass door 
fittings

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting and DIN 
right hand glass door fitting

B25 1070 06402 (R) | 06502 (L)
a 25 1070 06412 (R) | 06512 (L)

Spacing 92 mm

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting (inwards)

For door opening details see page 49 ff.
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fsb.de/251076

isis T300  B A a

surface mount        

flush-fitted roses       

isis T300 sets

a EN 179 model: FSB 25 1016, 
see page 14 f.

Fittings for solid doors

B25 1076 01004 (R) | 01005 (L)
A25 1076 02014 (R) | 02015 (L)
a 25 1016 02014 (R) | 02015 (L)  

Spacings 55, 70, 72, 88 and 92 mm

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting

25 1076 

50

137

57

13

38

142,5
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for glass doors

for frame doors

B 25 1076 01004 (R) with 
13 4220 03004 (R)

B 25 1076 01005 (L) with 
13 4220 03005 (L)

Spacing 72 mm

Lock is supplied as part of the glass door 
fittings

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting and DIN 
right hand glass door fitting

B25 1076 06402 (R) | 06502 (L)
A25 1076 06412 (R) | 06512 (L)
a 25 1016 06412 (R) | 06512 (L) 

Spacing 92 mm

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting (inwards)

For door opening details see page 49 ff.
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Design: 
Christoph Ingenhoven

fsb.de/251078

isis T300  B A a

surface mount        

flush-fitted roses       

isis T300 sets

Fittings for solid doors

B25 1078 01004 (R) | 01005 (L)
A25 1078 02014 (R) | 02015 (L)
a 25 1088 02014 (R) | 02015 (L)

Spacings 55, 70, 72, 88 and 92 mm

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting

25 1078 

45

10

135

60

20

13

38

a EN 179 model: FSB 25 1088
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for glass doors

for frame doors

B 25 1078 01004 (R) with 
13 4220 03004 (R)

B 25 1078 01005 (L) with 
13 4220 03005 (L)

Spacing 72 mm

Lock is supplied as part of the glass door 
fittings

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting and DIN 
right hand glass door fitting

B25 1078 06402 (R) | 06502 (L)
A25 1078 06412 (R) | 06512 (L)
a 25 1088 06412 (R) | 06512 (L)

Spacing 92 mm

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting (inwards)

For door opening details see page 49 ff.
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Design: Hartmut Weise

fsb.de/251107

isis T300  B A a

surface mount        

flush-fitted roses       

isis T300 sets

Fittings for solid doors

B25 1107 01004 (R) | 01005 (L)
A25 1107 02014 (R) | 02015 (L)
a 25 1177 02014 (R) | 02015 (L)

Spacings 55, 70, 72, 88 and 92 mm

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting

25 1107 

48

136

58

137

13

38

a  EN 179 model: FSB 25 1177
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for glass doors

for frame doors

B 25 1107 01004 (R) with 
13 4223 03004 (R)

B 25 1107 01005 (L) with 
13 4223 03005 (L)

Spacing 72 mm

Lock is supplied as part of the glass door 
fittings

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting and DIN 
right hand glass door fitting

B25 1107 06402 (R) | 06502 (L)
A25 1107 06412 (R) | 06512 (L)
a 25 1177 06412 (R) | 06512 (L)

Spacing 92 mm

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting (inwards)

For door opening details see page 49 ff. Finish illustrated:
Aluminium, medium bronze anodised 
(C 33)
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isis T300 sets

25 1108 

Design: Hartmut Weise

fsb.de/251108

isis T300  B A a

surface mount        

flush-fitted roses       

Fittings for solid doors

B25 1108 01004 (R) | 01005 (L)
A25 1108 02014 (R) | 02015 (L)
a 25 1178 02014 (R) | 02015 (L)

Spacings 55, 70, 72, 88 and 92 mm

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting

a  EN 179 model: FSB 25 1178 

135

56
46

13

38
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for glass doors

for frame doors

B 25 1108 01004 (R) with 
13 4223 03004 (R)

B 25 1108 01005 (L) with 
13 4223 03005 (L)

Spacing 72 mm

Lock is supplied as part of the glass door 
fittings

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting and DIN 
right hand glass door fitting

B25 1108 06402 (R) | 06502 (L)
A25 1108 06412 (R) | 06512 (L)
a 25 1178 06412 (R) | 06512 (L)

Spacing 92 mm

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting (inwards)

For door opening details see page 49 ff.
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isis T300 sets

25 1119 

Design: Hartmut Weise

fsb.de/251119

isis T300  B a

surface mount        

flush-fitted roses      

Fittings for solid doors

B25 1119 01004 (R) | 01005 (L)
a 25 1119 02014 (R) | 02015 (L)

Spacings 55, 70, 72, 88 and 92 mm

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting

149

62
54

13

38
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for glass doors B 25 1119 01004 (R) with 
13 4223 03004 (R)

B 25 1119 01005 (L) with 
13 4223 03005 (L)

Spacing 72 mm

Lock is supplied as part of the glass door 
fittings

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting and DIN 
right hand glass door fitting

For door opening details see page 49 ff.
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Design: Jasper Morrison

fsb.de/251144

isis T300  B A 

surface mount       

flush-fitted roses      

isis T300 sets

Fittings for solid doors

B25 1144 01004 (R) | 01005 (L)
A25 1144 02014 (R) | 02015 (L)

Spacings 55, 70, 72, 88 and 92 mm

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting

25 1144 

131

63

13

38
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for glass doors

for frame doors

B 25 1144 01004 (R) with 
13 4223 03004 (R)

B 25 1144 01005 (L) with 
13 4223 03005 (L)

Spacing 72 mm

Lock is supplied as part of the glass door 
fittings

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting and DIN 
right hand glass door fitting

B25 1144 06402 (R) | 06502 (L)
A25 1144 06412 (R) | 06512 (L)

Spacing 92 mm

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting (inwards)

For door opening details see page 49 ff.
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fsb.de/251146

isis T300  B a

surface mount      

flush-fitted roses     

isis T300 sets

Fittings for solid doors

B25 1146 01004 (R) | 01005 (L)
a 25 1146 02014 (R) | 02015 (L)

Spacings 55, 70, 72, 88 and 92 mm

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting

25 1146 

62

142

52

20

13

38
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for glass doors

for frame doors

B 25 1146 01004 (R) with 
13 4223 03004 (R)

B 25 1146 01005 (L) with 
13 4223 03005 (L)

Spacing 72 mm

Lock is supplied as part of the glass door 
fittings

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting and DIN 
right hand glass door fitting

B25 1146 06402 (R) | 06502 (L)
a 25 1146 06412 (R) | 06512 (L)

Spacing 92 mm

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting (inwards)

For door opening details see page 49 ff.
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fsb.de/251147

isis T300  B A a

surface mount       

flush-fitted roses      

isis T300 sets

a EN 179 model: FSB 25 1146, 
see page 36 f.

Fittings for solid doors

B25 1147 01004 (R) | 01005 (L)
A25 1147 02014 (R) | 02015 (L)
a 25 1146 02014 (R) | 02015 (L)  

Spacings 55, 70, 72, 88 and 92 mm

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting

25 1147 

132

62

20

13

38

142

52

20
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for glass doors

for frame doors

B 25 1147 01004 (R) with 
13 4223 03004 (R)

B 25 1147 01005 (L) with 
13 4223 03005 (L)

Spacing 72 mm

Lock is supplied as part of the glass door 
fittings

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting and DIN 
right hand glass door fitting

B25 1147 06402 (R) | 06502 (L)
A25 1147 06412 (R) | 06512 (L)
a 25 1146 06412 (R) | 06512 (L)  

Spacing 92 mm

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting (inwards)

For door opening details see page 49 ff. Finish illustrated:
Aluminium, black anodised (C 35)
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Design: Hartmut Weise

fsb.de/251160

isis T300  B a

surface mount      

flush-fitted roses     

isis T300 sets

Fittings for solid doors

B25 1160 01004 (R) | 01005 (L)
a 25 1160 02014 (R) | 02015 (L)

Spacings 55, 70, 72, 88 and 92 mm

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting

25 1160 

150

65 55

13

38
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for glass doors B 25 1160 01004 (R) with 
13 4223 03004 (R)

B 25 1160 01005 (L) with 
13 4223 03005 (L)

Spacing 72 mm

Lock is supplied as part of the glass door 
fittings

Illustration: DIN left hand fitting and DIN 
right hand glass door fitting

For door opening details see page 49 ff.
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isis T300 system components

25 2500 09022
BC N/TSWO

25 2500 09032
BC K/O

Electronic BlueChip card

White, suite-specific card 
blank, with suite program-
ming, without function pro-
gramming

BSI 7500-tested

customised card imprint 
possible: 25 2500 09044

Shown here: 
25 2500 09045

Electronic BlueChip key

RAL 9005 (deep black), 
suite-specific key blank, 
with suite programming, 
without function program-
ming

BSI 7500-tested

customised logo possible: 
25 2500 09027

The isis T300 system is more than just a 
set of hardware: it is a functional, flexible 
system with a range of accessories geared 
towards users’ needs. Set out below are 
a selection of the principal components.
For further accessories and components, 
please consult FSB’s “Electronic Access 
Organisation” price-list, which we will be 
pleased to send you free of charge on 
request.

25 2500 09202
BC P-NG

Programmer

For the transmission of 
programming statuses, 
alterations and time profi-
les, includes power adap-
tor function, includes USB 
cable, Type A1 and Type 
A5 adaptor cable 
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25 2500 08001
BC 01

25 2500 .....
BC SI/SE SD

25 2500 08501 (8 mm)
25 2500 08502 (9 mm)

Mortice lock to DIN 18 250 
and DIN EN 179 Class 3 
(9 mm)

Automatic deadlocking,
panic door device, DIN left-
hand or DIN righthand 
(non-reversible)

8 or 9 mm square follower, 
EPC 72 mm, backset 55, 
60, 65 and 80 mm

Stainless steel forend with 
straight or rounded corners, 
forend width 20 or 24 mm

Optional feature:  
stop works

DIN double-profile cylinder

Electronically controlled on 
both sides, standard length 
30.7 / 32.4 mm, can be 
supplied in greater lengths 
at increments of 5 mm, 
thrower with eight settings

supplied with lithium cells 
used 

25 2500 08201
BC 02

DIN single-profile cylinder

Electronically controlled, 
standard length 30.7 / 
10 mm, can be supplied 
in greater lengths at incre-
ments of 5 mm, thrower 
with eight settings

supplied with lithium cells 
used

25 2500 07001
BC SI/SE BD

BlueChip Reader
Bticino design

Concealed reader with 
Bticino cover frame. Exter-
nal power supply 12 V / 
60 mA required, Switching 
capacity of relay 1 A / 30 V 
(internal assembly, IP20)

25 2500 07201
BC SI/SE SD

BlueChip Reader
Siedle design

As BC SI BD but with 
housing cover in Siedle 
design, to suit Siedle-Vario 
(internal/external assem-
bly, IP44)
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Sales organisation
National

3

East region

North region

South region

West region

1

2

4
8

9

13

15 16

14

12

76

11

10

5

Rostock

Schwerin

Husum
Kiel

Lübeck

Hamburg

Lüneburg

Soltau

Bremerhaven

Bremen

Emden

Meppen Cloppenburg

Osnabrück

Bielefeld

Paderborn
Dortmund

Bochum

Siegen

Essen

Düsseldorf

Aachen
Köln

Bonn

Koblenz

Trier

Ludwigshafen

Kaiserslautern

Saarbrücken
Heidelberg

Karlsruhe
Stuttgart

Ulm

Sigmaringen
Freiburg

Straubing

Passau

Augsburg

München

Rosenheim

Würzburg
Bamberg Bayreuth

Nürnberg

Regensburg

Leipzig

Dresden

Chemnitz

Brandenburg

Berlin

Cottbus

Frankfurt

Stendal

Magdeburg

Dessau

Halle

Gera

Nord-
hausen

Erfurt

Suhl

Kassel

Fulda

Gießen

Wiesbaden

Frankfurt

Hannover
Braunschweig

Goslar

Göttingen

Neubrandenburg

Central contact persons

Electronics:

Jürgen Mattheis
Business Segment Directorate
Nieheimer Straße 38
33034 Brakel
Mobile +49 151 24121887
Phone +49 5272 608-122
Fax +49 5272 608-322
juergen.mattheis@fsb.de

Maike Wallmeyer
Internal Sales Service 
Phone +49 5272 608-223
Fax +49 5272 608-357
maike.wallmeyer@fsb.de

Key Accounts Electronics:

Key Account North + East
Sebastian Hille
Max-Herz-Ring 132
22159 Hamburg
Mobile  +49 175 7216032
Phone +49 40 27882497
Fax +49 40 27882499
sebastian.hille@fsb.de

Key Account South
Peter Mario Piscitelli 
Enzianstraße 2
82256 Fürstenfeldbruck
Mobile  +49 175 4346535
Phone +49 8141 356344
Fax +49 8141 356345
peter.piscitelli@fsb.de

Key Account West
Andreas Furtmeier
Robert-Koch-Straße 19c
55129 Mainz
Mobile +49 151 46718016
Phone +49 6131 4821568
Fax +49 6131 4821569
andreas.furtmeier@fsb.de

Architecture:

Wolfgang Reul
Nieheimer Straße 38
33034 Brakel
Phone +49 5272 608-127
Fax +49 5272 608-327
wolfgang.reul@fsb.de

Internal Sales Service:

Tobias Thien
Directorate 
Nieheimer Straße 38
33034 Brakel
Phone +49 5272 608-128
Fax +49 5272 608-328
tobias.thien@fsb.de
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North region

Regional sales manager:

Project consultant and
retail services 
Jens Hentschel
Am Neddernfeld 28
28844 Weyhe
Mobile  +49 170 7976838
Phone +49 4203 7827903
Fax +49 4203 7827917
jens.hentschel@fsb.de

Electronics:

Key Account
Sebastian Hille
Max-Herz-Ring 132
22159 Hamburg
Mobile  +49 175 7216032
Phone +49 40 27882497
Fax +49 40 27882499
sebastian.hille@fsb.de

Field service: 

1
Project and architectural
consultant
Andreas Ahting
Schlankreye 25
20144 Hamburg
Mobile +49 151 17448535
Phone +49 40 31977546
Fax +49 5272 608-379 
andreas.ahting@fsb.de

2
Project and architectural
consultant
Thorsten Schmidt
Oberlether Straße 2
26203 Wardenburg
Mobile  +49 151 11755998 
Phone +49 4407 716415
Fax +49 4407 716416
thorsten.schmidt@fsb.de

5
Project and architectural
consultant
Andreas Hopmann
Hohe Wiese 11
38124 Braunschweig
Mobile  +49 160 5365339
Phone +49 531 12944769
Fax +49 531 12944780
andreas.hopmann@fsb.de

Plumbing + home:

1 (PLZ 17000 bis 25999)
Kremers Industrievertretung
Optimex GmbH
Am Paalen 32
18374 Zingst a. Darß
Phone +49 38232 80357
Fax +49 38232 80385
gerd.kremers@
kremers-zingst.de

Application technology:

Holger Mannigel
Neue Straße 4
19258 Bahlen
Mobile  +49 151 17448482
Fax +49 5272 608-336
holger.mannigel@fsb.de

Internal Sales Service:

Stephan Henke
Phone +49 5272 608-222
Fax +49 5272 608-319
stephan.henke@fsb.de

André Dewenter
Phone +49 5272 608-709
Fax +49 5272 608-351
andre.dewenter@fsb.de

East region

Regional sales manager: 

6 + 7  
Project and architectural
consultant
Holger Wermers
FSB Sales office Berlin
Prinzenstraße 85c
10969 Berlin
Mobile  +49 170 7853659
Phone +49 30 61107363
Fax +49 30 61107561
holger.wermers@fsb.de

Electronics:

Key Account
Sebastian Hille
Max-Herz-Ring 132
22159 Hamburg
Mobile  +49 175 7216032
Phone +49 40 27882497
Fax  +49 40 27882499
sebastian.hille@fsb.de

Field service:

Project consultant and
retail services
Jens-Uwe Fuchs
Breite Straße 74
38489 Rohrberg
Mobile  +49 175 9331964 
Phone +49 39000 904048
Fax +49 39000 905940
jens-uwe.fuchs@fsb.de 

3
Project consultant and
retail services
Handelsvertretung
Frank Maibohm
Demminer Landstraße 6
17389 Anklam
Phone +49 3971 210636
Fax +49 3971 210642
frank_maibohm@t-online.de 

11 + 12
Project and architectural
consultant
Jörg Ruhland
Ernst-Thälmann-Straße 62
04420 Markranstädt
Mobile  +49 175 2268652
Phone +49 34205 418250
Fax +49 34205 418251
joerg.ruhland@fsb.de

Plumbing + home:

3 (post codes 17000 to 25999)
Kremers Industrievertretung
Optimex GmbH
Am Paalen 32
18374 Zingst a. Darß
Phone +49 38232 80357
Fax +49 38232 80385
gerd.kremers@kremers-zingst.de

7
Martin Helmdach
Commercial agent
Großkopfstraße 5
13403 Berlin
Phone +49 30 4942002
Fax +49 30 4937971
Mobile  +49 178 7749410
Phone +49 3303 219049
Fax  +49 3303 219050
martin.h@badmaenner.de

Application technology:

Uwe Drasdo
Am Birnengarten 72a
39116 Magdeburg
Mobile  +49 151 17448534
Fax +49 5272 608-338
uwe.drasdo@fsb.de

Internal Sales Service:

Daniela Hagelüken
Phone +49 5272 608-130
Fax  +49 5272 608-362
daniela.hagelueken@fsb.de

Petra Eichendorf
Phone +49 5272 608-149
Fax  +49 5272 608-348
petra.eichendorf@fsb.de
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Sales organisation
National

South region

Regional sales manager: 

14 + 16
Project consultant and
retail services
Andreas Bühler
FSB Sales office Bayern
Landsberger Straße 406
81241 München
Mobile +49 170 2288770 
Phone +49 89 58909840
Fax +49 89 589098420
andreas.buehler@fsb.de

Electronics:

Key Account
Peter Mario Piscitelli 
Enzianstraße 2
82256 Fürstenfeldbruck
Mobile  +49 175 4346535
Phone +49 8141 356344
Fax +49 8141 356345
peter.piscitelli@fsb.de

Field service:

14
Project and architectural
consultant
Matthias Rickert
Am Kasernenplatz 4b 
96487 Dörfles-Esbach 
Mobile +49 175 2994572 
Phone +49 9561 2343020 
Fax +49 9561 2343022 
matthias.rickert@fsb.de

16
Project and architectural
consultant
Markus Schiffl
Hans-Zeitler-Straße 25
83075 Bad Feilnbach 
Mobile +49 151 16724145
Phone +49 8066 8859998
Fax +49 8066 8859964
markus.schiffl@fsb.de

16
Project consultant and
retail services
Tim Goelden
Landsberger Straße 406
81241 München
Mobile  +49 151 62840124
Phone +49 89 58909840
Fax +49 89 589098420
tim.goelden@fsb.de

Plumbing + home:

14 + 16
Werner Gärtner e. K.
Commercial agent CDH
Vogelherdstraße 5
91227 Diepersdorf
Phone +49 9120 1833380
Fax +49 9120 18333833
info@pruefstelle-gaertner.de

15
Feil + Partner Industrie-
vertretungs-Verwaltungs 
GmbH (Commercial agent)
Schwarzwaldstraße 48
72149 Neustetten- 
Remmingsheim
Mobile +49 174 3006789
Phone +49 7472 98816-0
Fax +49 7472 98816-16
mail@feilpartner.de

Application technology:

14
Georg Mark
Siegritz 15
92681 Erbendorf
Mobile +49 171 5663574
Fax +49 5272 608-303
georg.mark@fsb.de

16 
Herbert Prübner
Mittelriedstraße 12
89312 Günzburg
Mobile +49 160 96382300
Fax +49 8221 9696999
herbert.pruebner@fsb.de

Regional sales manager:

15 
Project consultant and
retail services
Andreas Bühler
FSB Sales office Baden-
Württemberg
Zeppelinstraße 10
73760 Ostfildern-Kemnat
Mobile +49 170 2288770
Phone +49 711 4599760
Fax +49 711 45997650 
andreas.buehler@fsb.de

Electronics:

Key Account
Peter Mario Piscitelli 
Enzianstraße 2
82256 Fürstenfeldbruck
Mobile  +49 175 4346535
Phone +49 8141 356344
Fax +49 8141 356345
peter.piscitelli@fsb.de

Andreas Furtmeier
Robert-Koch-Straße 19c
55129 Mainz
Mobile +49 151 46718016
Phone +49 6131 4821568
Fax +49 6131 4821569
andreas.furtmeier@fsb.de

Field service:

15 
Project consultant and
retail services
Martin Schleidweiler
Rottstraße 27
67373 Dudenhofen
Mobile +49 151 15160695
Phone +49 6232 651021
Fax +49 6232 651022
martin.schleidweiler@fsb.de

Project and architectural
consultant
Reiner Kautt 
Helmensbergweg 16
73728 Esslingen
Mobile +49 170 3088906
Phone +49 711 45989945
Fax +49 711 45989946
reiner.kautt@fsb.de  

15
Project and architectural
consultant
Christian Grüner
Kilianstraße 33 
67373 Dudenhofen 
Mobile +49 151 52884238
Phone +49 6232 651307
Fax +49 6232 651308
christian.gruener@fsb.de

Application technology:

15 
Lars Weber
Kapfweg 1
72213 Altensteig-Walddorf
Mobile +49 175 2611204
Fax +49 5272 608-308
lars.weber@fsb.de

Internal Sales Service:

Frank Diederichs    
Phone +49 5272 608-281    
Fax +49 5272 608-381    
frank.diederichs@fsb.de

Oliver Dunker    
Phone +49 5272 608-233    
Fax +49 5272 608-333    
oliver.dunker@fsb.de    

Johanna Hegedis
Phone +49 5272 608-155
Fax +49 5272 608-356
johanna.hegedis@fsb.de

Laura Reede
Phone +49 5272 608-263
Fax +49 5272 608-363
laura.reede@fsb.de
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West region

Regional sales manager: 

13
Project and architectural
consultant
Mario Linn
Sackgasse 1
67729 Sippersfeld
Mobile  +49 171 6996933
Phone +49 6357 5090077
Fax +49 6357 5090078 
mario.linn@fsb.de

Electronics:

Key Account
Andreas Furtmeier
Robert-Koch-Straße 19c
55129 Mainz
Mobile +49 151 46718016
Phone +49 6131 4821568
Fax +49 6131 4821569
andreas.furtmeier@fsb.de

Field service: 

4 
Ludger Hammelbeck
Beschlagkonzepte
Commercial agent
Eichenweg 34
59556 Lippstadt
Phone +49 2941 9680080
Fax +49 2941 9680089
l.hammelbeck@
beschlagkonzepte.de

8
Project consultant and
retail services
Olaf Kahlen
Überhöfer Feld 8 
51503 Rösrath 
Mobile  +49 151 17406038
Phone +49 2205 9198414 
Fax +49 2205 9198415 
olaf.kahlen@fsb.de

9
Project consultant and
retail services
Rolf Geppert
Gartenstraße 8
57612 Racksen
Mobile  +49 175 2243721 
Phone +49 2681 8792365
Fax +49 2681 8792364
rolf.geppert@fsb.de

10 + 13
Project consultant and
retail services
Peter Winter
Im Dechand 4
55262 Heidesheim
Mobile +49 170 8317515
Phone +49 6132 657370
Fax +49 6132 657371
peter.winter@fsb.de

10
Project and architectural
consultant
Michael Grombein
Zum Waldbrunnen 27
56290 Buch
Mobile +49 151 11755997
Phone +49 6762 4089030
Fax +49 5272 608-387
michael.grombein@fsb.de

Plumbing + home:

8 + 9
Key Account
Stefan Liebich 
Am Freistein 31
40822 Mettmann
Mobile +49 170 5788997
Phone +49 2104 8089655
Fax +49 2104 8089656
stefan.liebich@fsb.de 

13
Joachim Lutz
Industrial agent
Stettiner Straße 12
68809 Neulußheim
Mobile  +49 172 6275177
Phone +49 6205 397251
Fax +49 6205 397263
lutz.industrievertretung@
t-online.de

Application technology:

4 + 8  
Thomas Schalkowski
Am Holtacker 15
59558 Lippstadt
Mobile  +49 170 5616001
Fax  +49 2941 1501349
thomas.schalkowski@fsb.de 

9 + 10 + 13
Alexander Brinkmann
Liedeweg 55a
36093 Künzell
Mobile +49 160 97225753
Phone +49 661 96210457
Fax +49 5272 608-386
alexander.brinkmann@fsb.de

Internal Sales Service:

Stefan Orgelmacher    
Phone +49 5272 608-229    
Fax +49 5272 608-329    
stefan.orgelmacher@fsb.de  

Yvonne Roloff
Phone +49 5272 608-219
Fax +49 5272 608-391
yvonne.roloff@fsb.de 

Jasmin Rose
Phone +49 5272 608-134
Fax +49 5272 608-369
jasmin.rose@fsb.de

Ludwig Struck     
Phone +49 5272 608-225    
Fax +49 5272 608-325    
ludwig.struck@fsb.de    

Gabriele Wiegand    
Phone +49 5272 608-283    
Fax +49 5272 608-383    
gabriele.wiegand@fsb.de    

Gerhard Willberg   
Phone +49 5272 608-284   
Fax +49 5272 608-384    
gerhard.willberg@fsb.de    
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Sales organisation
International

Central contact persons

Jürgen Mattheis
Business Segment Directorate
Electronics
Nieheimer Straße 38
33034 Brakel
Mobilee +49 151 
24121887
Phone +49 5272 608-122
Fax +49 5272 608-322
juergen.mattheis@fsb.de

Frank Lippert
Internal Sales Service  
Electronics
International
Phone +49 5272 608-224
Fax +49 5272 608-324
frank.lippert@fsb.de

Maike Wallmeyer
Internal Sales Service 
Electronics
Phone +49 5272 608-223
Fax +49 5272 608-357
maike.wallmeyer@fsb.de

Austria

Winkhaus GmbH 
Oberfeldstraße 24
A-5082 Grödig
Phone +43 6246 72226-0
Fax +43 6246 72226-168
winkhaus.at@fsb.de 

Belgium

Didier Baert
Brugsestraat 151
B-8020 Oostkamp
Phone +32 50 822082
Fax +32 50 822028
didier.baert@fsb.be

France

F+W France SARL
6, Rue de la Maison Rouge
Bâtiment D
F-77185 Lognes
Phone +33 1 60951623
Fax +33 1 60064197
info.france@fsb.de

Luxembourg

Aurélien Piedfort
Hors les Portes 44
B-4830 Limbourg
Phone +32 87 310812
Fax +32 87 310812
aurelien.piedfort@fsb.de

Netherlands

F+W Nederland B.V.
Landauer 29
NL-3897 AB Zeewolde
Phone +31 36 5225688
Fax +31 36 5226141
info@fw-nederland.nl

South East Europe
(AL, BA, BG, CS, CZ, HR, 
MD, MK, RO, SI, SK)

Winkhaus GmbH 
Oberfeldstraße 24
A-5082 Grödig
Phone +43 6246 72226-0
Fax +43 6246 72226-168
winkhaus.at@fsb.de

Switzerland

Martin Küpfer
Rifeldweg 12
CH-4322 Mumpf
Phone +41 79 2428941
Fax +41 62 8734387
martin.kuepfer@fsb.de 



49fsb.de/isis

Ordering party/company

Customer No. (where available)

Contact person 1

Contact person 2

1st line of address

2nd line of address

Telephone number for our enquiries

Commission/building venture

*  specialised variants (please enter letter code): FS = fire safety furniture; HV = hotel version

I would also like to order:

 ∆  x FSB Manual
 ∆  x brochure isis M100
 ∆  x brochure isis M300
 ∆  x brochure isis F
 ∆ other:

Lock suite number:

FSB handle model:

Material/finishes:

 ∆ Silver Anodised Aluminium
 ∆ Satin Stainless Steel
 ∆ Bronze

Follower dimensions:

 ∆ 8 mm
 ∆ 9 mm

Lock centres:               mm

 ∆  Renovation | dimensions of  
finger plate or FSB Drawing  
No. (if known):

DIN lefthand (LH) 
Opening inwards

Electronics on outside: 
handle pointing to the 
right

DIN righthand (RH)
Opening inwards

Electronics on outside: 
handle pointing to the 
left

DIN lefthand (LH) 
Opening outwards

Electronics on outside: 
handle pointing to the 
left

DIN righthand (RH)
Opening outwards

Electronics on outside: 
handle pointing to the 
right

Number of sets   Door thickness  Spec. variants*

Order form
isis T300 for flush doors

Franz Schneider 
Brakel GmbH + Co KG
Nieheimer Straße 38
33034 Brakel
Germany

Fax: +49 5272 608-357

E-Mail: info@fsb.de



50 FSB isis T300

Order form
isis T300 for glass doors

Ordering party/company

Customer No. (where available)

Contact person 1

Contact person 2

1st line of address

2nd line of address

Telephone number for our enquiries

Commission/building venture

*  specialised variants (please enter letter code): FS = fire safety furniture; HV = hotel version

I would also like to order:

 ∆  x FSB Manual
 ∆  x brochure isis M100
 ∆  x brochure isis M300
 ∆  x brochure isis F
 ∆ other:

Lock suite number:

FSB handle model:

FSB glass door hardware model:

Material/finishes:

 ∆ Silver Anodised Aluminium
 ∆ Satin Stainless Steel

Follower dimensions:

 ∆ 8 mm

DIN lefthand (LH) 
Opening inwards

Electronics on outside: 
handle pointing to the 
right

DIN righthand (RH) 
Opening inwards

Electronics on outside: 
handle pointing to the 
left

DIN lefthand (LH)
Opening outwards

Electronics on outside: 
handle pointing to the 
left

DIN righthand (RH) 
Opening outwards 

Electronics on outside: 
handle pointing to the 
right

Number of sets                 Specialised variants*

Franz Schneider 
Brakel GmbH + Co KG
Nieheimer Straße 38
33034 Brakel
Germany

Fax: +49 5272 608-357

E-Mail: info@fsb.de



51fsb.de/isis

Ordering party/company

Customer No. (where available)

Contact person 1

Contact person 2

1st line of address

2nd line of address

Telephone number for our enquiries

Commission/building venture

*  specialised variants (please enter letter code): FS = fire safety furniture; HV = hotel version

I would also like to order:

 ∆  x FSB Manual
 ∆  x brochure isis M100
 ∆  x brochure isis M300
 ∆  x brochure isis F
 ∆ other:

Lock suite number:

FSB handle model:

Material/finishes:

 ∆ Silver Anodised Aluminium
 ∆ Satin Stainless Steel

Follower dimensions:

 ∆ 8 mm
 ∆ 9 mm

Lock centres:  

 ∆ 92 mm

DIN lefthand (LH) 
Opening inwards

Electronics on outside: 
handle pointing to the 
right

DIN righthand (RH)
Opening inwards

Electronics on outside: 
handle pointing to the 
left

DIN lefthand (LH) 
Opening outwards

Electronics on outside: 
handle pointing to the 
left

DIN righthand (RH) 
Opening outwards

Electronics on outside: 
handle pointing to the 
right

Number of sets   Door thickness  Spec. variants*

Order form
isis T300 for frame doors

Franz Schneider 
Brakel GmbH + Co KG
Nieheimer Straße 38
33034 Brakel
Germany

Fax: +49 5272 608-357

E-Mail: info@fsb.de



52 FSB isis T300

Reference projects

isis T300 is compelling on account of its 
technical concept, flexibility of application 
and aesthetic qualities. The isis T300 sys-
tem suggests itself for use in public build-
ings, for the securing and organisation of 
administration or production areas and, 
last but not least, also for hotels that set 
great store by superlative service and styl-
ish fittings and fixtures. 

Planning and installation are always per-
formed from a single source – by one of 
the most celebrated brands known to the 
public project sector: FSB. We will be glad 
to let you know in detail about projects 
already completed and the custom solu-
tions that isis T300 has ready and waiting 
for your own architectural venture.





 

Franz Schneider 
Brakel GmbH + Co KG

Nieheimer Straße 38 
33034 Brakel 
Germany

Phone +49 5272 608-0 
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